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ABSTRACT have developed their own simulators to simulate
Network-on-Chip (NoC) has gained considerable specific NoC architectures, these simulators are not
attention over the last few years as a paradigm for applicable for other architectures. For example, the
implementing communication among the system simulation performed in [3] only evaluates Mesh and
components embedded in a single chip. As such, Butterfly Fat Tree architectures. The only general
there has been an increased need for defining and purpose NoC simulator that we have found is the one

developing simulation software for carrying out presented in [4], which is developed in SystemC.
simulation of NoC architectures. In this paper, we However, gpNoCsim is a JAVA based general
present gpNoCsim, a JAVA based general-purpose purpose simulator which supports evaluation of
network simulator for NoC, which is built upon the different existing architectures for on-chip networks:
object-oriented modular design of the NoC Mesh, Torus, Butterfly Fat Tree, etc. Moreover its
architecture components. Here we demonstrate the modular design helps it to incorporate new
use of our proposed simulator by simulating several architectures. Here we are providing full
existing well-known architectures. We have also documentation on how and where to make changes
provided the guidelines on how to simulate future in order to simulate new topology, new design of
architectures. Finally, we have validated the outputs switch, new routing algorithm etc. The source code

of gpNoCsim with the studies of existing NoC and the manual can be downloaded from
architectures. The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
Keywords: NoC, SoC, Wormhole Switching Modeling of NoC in gpNoCsim is discussed in

Section 2. We have described the flow diagram of the
1. INTRODUCTION simulator in Section 3 and the implementation details

in Section 4. Section 5 delineates the methodology of
As technology scales and chip integrity grows, on- simulating a new architecture using gpNoCsim. Then
chip communication is playing an increasingly we describe the performance evaluation parameters
dominant role in System-on-Chip (SoC) design To and provide validation of our simulator in Section 6.
meet the performance and design productivity Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7 with our
requirements, Network-on-Chip (NoC) [1,2] has contribution and future research works.
been proposed as a solution to provide better
modularity, scalability, reliability and higher 2. MODELINGOFNOCINGPNOCSIM
bandwidth compared to bus-based communication
infrastructures. Design decisions about NoC 2.1 Interconnect Architectures
architectures are typically taken on the basis of In th fotcmn .ilo-rasso r,Ntok
simulation before resorting to implementation since onci-a th mos prmsn omncto
it is cheaper and more flexible.paaim o Syt-nCh-iple te

Only a few simulators have been developed for cmuiainbtennmru eeoeeu
simulating NoC architectures. While researchers
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semiconductor intellectual property (IP) blocks. 6. If the simulation runs are completed, program flow
These IP blocks communicate with each other transfers to step 18.
through the switches. Although the on-chip 7-9. For each simulation run, the network and the
interconnection topologies have root in the statistical counters are initialized and the initial
interconnection architectures of high-performance events of the network are set.
parallel computing model, few of the interconnection
architectures for example, Mesh, Butterfly Fat
Tree, Torus, etc are applicable for the SoC design. Start
gpNoCsim provides the designers with the flexibility
to simulate different network configurations ofNoC. 1 Read input parameters from I1. For each node, transfer flits

the input file from the node to its parent
2.2 Switch Structure i switch

In gpNoCsim, each switch has a number of ports to 2. simuateAnotherNetwork
connect with its adjacent switches and IP blocks. Simulate another network? 12. For each switch, assign
Each port includes two sets of buffers -- input and Yes:No output buffers for the flits inthe
output, a router and a controller. The router decodes input buffers
header and determines the output port. The controller 1 F e sX ~~~~~~~~~13.For each switch4 transfer
is partitioned into two disjoint controllers, one for simulateAnotherNetwork flits from the input buffers to
input channel, and the other for output channel. The ? the output buffers
arbiter is implemented in round-robin fashion. Yes

2.3 Swichig echiqe4Creteetw14. For each switch transfer
2.3 Switching Technique 4. Create Network flits from the output buffers to
gpNoCsim uses the wormhole switching technique input buffers of adjacent
[5]. It also uses virtual channels in the input and 5. Initialization of performance switches or nodes
output port. The first flit, i.e., header flit, of a packet parameters
contains routing information. Header flit decoding 15. For each node, transfer the
enables the switches to establish a path and 6. Run arrived flits in the input buffer
subsequent flits simply follow this path in a pipelined completed' to its message center
fashion. As a result, each incoming data flit of a
message packet is simply forwarded along the same No 16. For each node and switch,
output channel, as the preceding data flit and no u
packet reordering is required at destination. If a 7Intalzatonofnetwork this cycle
certain header flit faces a busy channel, subsequent No
flits also have to wait at their current locations. 8. Initialization of statistical

co mters for th s r m
2.4 Traffic Configuration

N

In gpNoCSim, the users can define different types of 9 Setmtaleventsofthe
traffic distribution by selecting destinations either network Yes
with uniform or with biased probability. Inter-arrival M

time of message generation event in a node is
exponentially distributed. Similarly, the number of completed?
flits in a message can be either fixed or exponentially
distributed. Flit-size can be configured in the Yes
simulator and the encoding of the header flit can be v

changed according to the topology in question. 17. Gather statistical
information of this run

3. FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE SIMULATOR

Steps of the flow diagram in Fig. 1 are as follows: 18. Write performance
1 . Input parameters are read from the input file parameters of this network
nocSimParameter. txt. configuration in the output file
2-3. If there exists any more network configuratoninondin
the input file, then program flow transfers to step 4. > n
Otherwise the simulation is terminated.
4-5. The network is created and the performance Fig. 1 Flow diagram of gpNoCsim
parameters are initialized.
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10. If all the cycles of this run are completed, then * Link Controllers - Each input link controller has
simulation flow transfers to step 17. Otherwise it a separate FIFO that buffers the input packets
transfers to step 11. before delivering them to the output ports. When
11. For every node, outgoing traffic is moved from a new header flit is received the input link
its message center to its parent switch, if possible. controller determines the output port. On the
12. For every switch, path request of the incoming other hand, the output link controller adds,
traffic is updated. removes data to and from the output buffer.
13. For every switch, incoming traffic is moved from * Virtual Channel Buffers - InputVCBuffer and
the input buffer to the output buffer, if possible. OutputVCBuffer classes define data structures of
14. For every switch, outgoing traffic is moved from input and output buffers and functionalities for
the output buffer of the switch to the input buffer of storing and managing flits of a particular port.
the adjacent switches or nodes. * Flit - It defines different flit-related member
15. For every node, incoming traffic is moved from variables, such as flit type, source IP address,
the input buffer of the node to the message center of destination IP address, flit data, generation time
that node. and last service time.
16. For every node and switch, status and flags are * Statistical Counters - The StatisticalData class
updated at the end of the cycle. computes various performance parameters.
17. The statistical parameters are updated for this a Helping Utility - This class defines methods for
simulation run. Then the flow transfers to step 6. initializing random seed, generating random
18. After all the runs are completed, performance numbers and reading data from the input file.
parameters of this network configuration are written
to the output file and the flow jumps to step 2. 4. SIMULATOR SETUP

3. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS: To simulate a new architecture, following changes
need to be made:

To design or expand a network, at first a user has to * To change the architecture of the switch, one has
form the whole topology and make decisions on each to build a new class with the name -

device's characteristics, which can be done using a NewArchSwitch [for example - MeshSwitch]
configuration file in ASCII - nocSimParametertxt. that implements the Switch interface and
Then the performance of the designed network can overrides all the methods necessary to build the
be analyzed and predicted. switch.
A brief description of different components (classes) To change the routing algorithm, one has to
of the simulator is given below, create a new class, e.g. NewArchRouter, that
* Controller - The Controller class dictates the total implements the getDestination method of the

flow of execution of the simulator. Router interface.
* Network Manager - NetworkManager class a NodeTraffic interface defines all the necessary

creates and initializes new networks and methods related to traffic generation. In our
corresponding objects of HelpingUtility and simulator, ConcreteNodeTraffic class is the
StatisticalData class (described later). default implementation of this interface. To

* Network - This class builds the networks and redefine the traffic pattern one has to implement
connects all nodes and switches. own version ofNodeTraffic interface and supply

* Switch - Switches are the objects of the network it as a parameter ofNode class.
where switching of flits from various input ports * To change message encoding, one has to modify
to output ports are performed (routing). the Flit encoding in createHeaderFlit and

* Router - This interface provides the declaration createDataFlit methods of ConcreteNodeTraffic
of the method to find out the output link of a class and adjust the encoding to support
switch to reach the destination. different address formats of various

* Node - The Node class checks for free virtual architectures.
channels, assigns the virtual channels to a * To change the distribution of message
message and forwards incoming messages to generation, one has to modify the
message center ofthe node. setNextMsgGenTime method in the class

* NodeTraffic - The NodeTraffic abstract class ConcreteNodeTraffic.
defines the necessary methods for setting up * To change the distribution of packet length, one
traffic configuration for the generated messages has to modify the getMessageSize method in
in a node. ConcreteNodeTraffic class.
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* To change traffic pattern, one has to modify the 0.13
getDestination method in ConcreteNodeTraffic 0.12
class.

* To add new performance parameters, the 0.11
StatisticalData class needs to be modified. o1Me

2l + ~~~~~~~~~Butterfly Fat Tree
5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: ) 09 F

gpNoCsim is able to model and evaluate both the 0.08
existing and future chip architectures. It gives output 0.07
in terms of a number of performance metrics:
throughput, latency (average packet delay), link 0.06
utilization, buffer utilization, average hop count. 0 5Number of V)&tual Chamel5 20
Here we discuss on only latency and throughput of Fig. 3 Throughput Vs Number of Virtual Channels
Mesh and Butterfly Fat Tree topologies.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS:
5.1 Latency

In this paper, we have presented a general-purpose
Latency iS defined as the number of clock cycles siuato sotwrfo'h o rhtcue n
required for complete transfer of a packet from the scribediitssmoduar softwe architecture, ang
source node to the destination node on average.

dsrbdismdlrsfwr rhtcue ln

srourc node toltheldestinaFion noeoinaveage, with the necessary guidelines for the NoC designersFrom the following Fig. 3, we findl that all
topologies have the increasing latencies with the to use the simulator for their architectures.

Followings are our suggested research plans for thedecrease of average inter message generation time future versions of gpNoCsim.
because a decrease in inter message generation time
steps-up the network load. In the case of increased * We have implemented only uniform traffic
network load more flits are coming to the switches, distribution. Application specific traffic patterns

thus contention foroi.As a can be implemented in the future versions of thethus contention for outgoing link increases. AS a siuao bymknXeesrycagsi h
result buffer delay increases which consequently simulatorb m i Necessary cngesficth
increases the latency of the network. Such behavior il ntationofuNodeTraffi ierce.

hasalo ee cnfrmd n 6] * Power consumption equations can be consideredhas also been confirmed in [6]. frfrhrsuyfor further study.
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